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As Thanksgiving nears, we should count our conservation blessings. The headline news came this summer
in the form of a papal encyclical on the environment, in
which Pope Francis urges both personal and political
action to save a planet that “groans in travail” and
exhibits “symptoms of sickness…in the soil, in the
water, in the air and in all forms of life.” In a heartfelt
plea to “hear the cry” of the earth, he reminds us that
stewardship is both a moral issue and one of selfpreservation, and we must therefore develop in our
policies and practices an “integral ecology” that resets
“the relationship existing between nature and the
society that lives in it.”
One could argue that President Obama’s national
pollinator strategy, unveiled in May, is a big step forward,
as it creates a multifaceted, cross-agency approach to
restoring landscapes and improving habitat for pollinators.
Central to the long-term success of the program is
the “National Seed Strategy for Rehabilitation and
Restoration,” published in August, which aims to build a
national network of native seed collectors, seed storage
facilities, and nurseries to supply local native plants for
projects responding to “large-scale disturbances and
other stressors that threaten important plant communities and the ecosystem services they provide on
Federal, state, local, and private land.” The Society is
one of a dozen organizations named as key non-federal
partners in implementing the national plan. The next
step, of course, is funding the initiative.
The Plant Conservation Alliance, which developed
the seed strategy and of which the Society is a member,
has proposed legislation to move the vision of landscapescale restoration to reality. In the coming months, we
will join our colleagues in asking Congress to pass
“The Botanical Sciences and Native Plant Research,
Restoration and Promotion Act,” which aims to establish
the necessary pipeline of trained botanists “who know
how to put the right seed in the right place at the right
time” as well as the regulations and budget authorization
to enable federal agencies to conduct research on,
develop, and use native plant material in key projects.
These are all “wins” for plant conservation in 2015,
for which we give thanks.
Sincerely,

Debbi Edelstein
Native Plant News | Fall•Winter 2015
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IN BRIEF

BREAKING NEWS

© 2015 AMC, Doug Weihrauch

SMALL FOUNDATION
MAKES BIG MOVE TO
SAVE IMPERILED PLANTS

© New England Wild Flower Society

Potentilla robbinsiana

© New England Wild Flower Society

Astragalus robbinsii
var. jesupii

Agalinis acuta

In an extraordinary move, the Hope Goddard
Iselin Foundation of Rhode Island has pledged
nearly its entire annual grant funding over the
next five years to New England Wild Flower
Society for its initiative to collect and
permanently store the seeds of imperiled plants.
The foundation made its $500,000 commitment
to challenge other foundations and individuals to invest in this critically important conservation eﬀort.
With a total of $5 million, the Society aims to bank
seeds of all of New England’s globally and regionally
rare plants by 2020, which is the target date established by the worldwide Convention on Biological Diversity in its Global Strategy for Plant Conservation
[see box]. With threats to our native plants accelerating, and a changing climate creating even more
stress on imperiled species, we need to dramatically
increase the pace of seed collection.
Today, 17 percent of New England’s native plant
species are on the brink of being lost—and another
5 percent have already disappeared from the region.
Seed banking is one key strategy for conserving
at-risk plant species. The Society aims to collect and
preserve seeds of the 387 globally and regionally rare
species in New England, 10 of which occur nowhere
else in the world. The goal includes securing seeds
from at least 2,000 of the 3,300 populations of these
rare plants, which will preserve the range of genetic
diversity and each species’ ability to adapt to changing conditions. The project entails obtaining
landowner permission and federal and state permits;

collecting, cataloguing, and processing the seed;
storing the seeds in perpetuity; and testing the seed
for viability at regular intervals.
Why Saving Plants Matters
Native plants are the foundation of ecosystems and
provide the basic functions and structure on which all
life—and the food chain that leads to our own dinner
tables—depends. The loss of a single plant species
can disrupt an intricate web supporting myriad plants
and animals. In New England, rare plant species have
lost, on average, 67 percent of their known range and
face a combination of 5 threats, from invasive species
to habitat conversion to climate change. While the
ultimate goal is to conserve plants in functioning
ecosystems, seed banking is a critical form of insurance, as it preserves the genetic material for possible
restoration or reintroduction of lost species.
For example, using material from our seed bank,
the Society propagated the endangered Robbins’
cinquefoil (Potentilla robbinsiana) to augment existing
populations within the historic range on Mt. Washington in New Hampshire. As a result, the species met
federal recovery objectives and became the ﬁrst—and
still the only—plant removed from the Endangered
Species List. The Society has also developed germination protocols for and tested restoration methods to
augment populations of the endangered Jesup’s milk
vetch (Astragalus robbinsii var. jesupii), which is found
in only three places in the world, all on a 16-mile
stretch of the Connecticut River. In addition, the Society was able to use banked seed to successfully create
new and large populations of the endangered Sandplain gerardia (Agalinis acuta) in Massachusetts. This
species’ range had been limited to several cemeteries
in the Commonwealth, an irony that was not lost on
the conservation community.

Insights from the “Climate Change and
the Future of Plant Life” Symposium
On March 26, 150 people from throughout New England as well as from
Delaware, New York, and Pennsylvania gathered in Cambridge, MA, to hear
five noted botanists and ecologists discuss how plants might respond to
the predicted changes in temperature, precipitation, and sea-level rise from
a warming climate. Speakers examined the state of New England's plants;
the historical patterns and current evidence of climate-induced adaptation,
migration, and loss; and strategies for conserving and managing plant species
and natural communities in the face of multiple threats and climate change.

Here are some key insights:

»

»

»

To help us meet the challenge, please contact the Philanthropy Department
at development@newenglandwild.org, call 508-877-7630 x 3802, or go to
the campaign page at www.newenglandwild.org/support/seedark.

global strategy for plant Conservation 2011-20
all the nations of the world,
with the exception of the united
states and the Vatican, are
partners in the Convention on
biological diversity, which since
2002 has included the Global
strategy for plant Conservation.
the GspC “seeks to halt the
continuing loss of plant diversity” and has a clear purpose:
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“our vision is of a positive,
sustainable future where human
activities support the diversity
of plant life (including the
endurance of plant genetic
diversity, survival of plant species
and communities and their
associated habitats and ecological
associations), and where in turn
the diversity of plants support

and improve our livelihoods
and well-being.” the GspC has
sixteen primary targets and
focuses on countrywide plans for
achieving them. in new england,
the society initiated programs
long ago that presaged the
targets, and we’re proud to have
accomplished some of the key
goals on a regional level in

recent years, such as the launch
of Go botany; publication of the
“state of the plants” report and
the 2012 Flora Conservanda,
which is the updated status
report on all rare plants; and
ongoing partnerships and
education programs focused on
plant conservation.

umbrella magnolia
(M. tripetala)

»

Humans and most other animals
are almost entirely dependent on
plants, directly or indirectly, through a
highly complex system of interactions.
The loss of a single plant species can
aﬀect the fates of many other species
in ways that are diﬃcult to predict.
Plant-based solutions are required to
address all of the major environmental
challenges: food security, water
scarcity, energy, human health, biodiversity conservation, and climate
change. Much of the plant diversity for
food, including underused species and
wild relatives of crops, still needs to
be protected or secured.
Today, only 69 percent of New
England’s plants are native to the
region; of those, 22 percent are rare,
endangered, or historic (not seen in
the region for more than 20 years).
Worldwide, 20 percent of plant species
are currently threatened with extinction.
Scientists believe 15-37 percent of all
species on the planet are on a path to
extinction by 2050.
Our behavior—development, introducing pests, salvage logging—has
had and may continue to have more
eﬀect on nature and plant communities
than impending climate change. We
need to reverse or mitigate the multiple
manmade threats and stresses to
increase the ability of plants and
communities to adapt and survive.

newenglandwild.org

»

»

»

»

Botanists are documenting evidence
of climate change on the ground: in
New England, alpine species have
moved upslope, bloom time for some
species is much earlier, and a few
southern species—like umbrella
magnolia (M. tripetala), which has
existed in New England gardens since
the 1800s—have recently naturalized
in the wild in multiple locations,
suggesting climate conditions are now
suitable for self-sustaining populations.
Since the last glaciation, some plant
species have moved a long way and
others have stayed put. Factors aﬀecting
a species’ distribution and risk of
extinction under a new climate regime
include the range of conditions it can
tolerate, its inherent ability to adapt
to changing conditions, natural and
manmade barriers to its dispersal, and
loss of habitat.
To protect biological diversity and
avert extinctions, we must use the full
set of conservation tools: bank seeds;
restore degraded sites and speciﬁc
plant populations and communities;
and protect land, by setting priorities
using factors like size, connectivity,
and diversity of landforms and
microclimates.
More controversial are emerging
management strategies: managed
stasis, which is protecting species by
modifying biotic or abiotic conditions

(like planting trees to cool a stream);
managed relocation or migration,
which is moving plant species outside
their current or historic range; and
managed evolution, which is modifying
the genetic properties of plant
populations by introducing genes
from another population growing
in diﬀerent conditions.

»
»
»

»

Many botanists and ecologists make
the case for no major interventions;
rather, we should let systems respond
and recover on their own.
Deciding what to do is a social issue,
with ethical and legal dimensions;
deciding how to do it is a scientiﬁc issue.
There is no technological or economic
reason why any plant species should
become extinct. We have the ability
to protect and manage plant habitats
and to bank seeds for future research
or reintroduction. But we need the
will to do so.
You can take action to protect New
England’s native plants in your daily
life, in your community, and at the
state and national level; see our
“State of the Plants” report at
www.newenglandwild.org/stateofplants.

The symposium presentations
are available on YouTube!
www.youtube.com/user/newenglandwild
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
2014 FIELD SEASON

Growing Beetles
to Manage Purple
Loosestrife

Restoring Cadillac Mountain in
Maine’s Acadia National Park
Our work has two parts: inventory and restoration. Given that
there is not currently adequate
baseline data about the plants
on the summit, we will survey
both the rare and common
vascular plants to establish
the ecological community
framework for future restoration.
In the second phase, we
will collect seed, propagate
plants, and experiment with
techniques for restoring plants
and creating functioning,
resilient communities. The
project is funded by the
National Park Service and
Friends of Acadia.

Amanda Weise © New England Wild Flower Society

Photo courtesy of National Park Service

This summer, we begin a
three-year project for the
National Park Service (NPS) to
help in the development and
implementation of a long-term
management plan for the summit of Cadillac Mountain in
Maine’s Acadia National Park.
The NPS notes that with 80
years of high visitation, including extensive oﬀ-trail exploration by visitors, “the summit
area has sustained substantial
loss of soil and vegetation” and
“several rare plants that inhabit
the mountaintop may be
threatened.”

top: small area adjacent to parking lot on Cadillac mountain after
planting in 2006. bottom: same area in 2015. as evidence of the plant
community’s fragile nature, little to no natural revegetation has
occurred despite the installation of an exclosure.

dr. paul smith awarded
founders’ medal
at a gala dinner in Cambridge on march 26, the society
presented its inaugural founders’ medal to dr. paul
smith for his exceptional achievements as Head of the
millennium seed bank (msb) and seed Conservation
department, royal botanic Gardens, Kew. the evening
was co-sponsored by the british Consulate-General
boston.
dr. smith, now the secretary General of botanic
Gardens Conservation international, was the head of
the msb from 2005 to 2014. the msb aims to conserve
seed from all plant species as insurance against the risk
of extinction in their native habitats and for research,
forest and habitat restoration, food security, and
sustainable livelihoods. under dr. smith’s leadership,
the msb conserved seeds from more than 25,000 plant
species, achieved the ﬁrst milestone of securing seed
from 10 percent of the world’s plants, and was on track
to bank seeds of 25 percent of the world’s ﬂora by 2020.
during his tenure, the msb expanded the partnership
network to 170 institutions in 80 countries; trained
2,000 seed biologists around the world; and established
important initiatives to adapt agriculture to climate
change and to increase the capacity of local communities,
primarily in africa, to conserve their natural resources
and to store, propagate, and sustainably grow plant
species to meet human needs.

pictured above: debbi edelstein, the society’s executive director;
Jacqueline greenlaw, vice Consul, british Consulate-general boston;
and paul smith (photo by tmp images)

For a second year, the Society raised
insects for a Mass Audubon project to
manage invasive purple loosestrife
(Lythrum salicaria) in the Sudbury River
watershed. Last year, we successfully
raised approximately 50,000 Galerucella
beetles, which are a USDA-approved biological control for purple loosestrife that,
according to well-documented studies,
does not have unwanted ecological side
eﬀects. This season, our target was
150,000 beetles.
Raising the beetles is fairly straightforward and, ironically, involves growing
its only food and habitat source, purple
loosestrife—which we had to collect, with

permission, from the wild. Members of
the Horticulture staﬀ grew this year’s crop
in controlled conditions at Garden in the
Woods. Since purple loosestrife is a wetland species, the plants grew in pots
placed in ﬂooded stock beds. In late May,
beetles from the New Jersey Department
of Agriculture’s insect-rearing laboratory
were released onto the plants, which were
then enclosed in nylon mesh bags to keep
the beetles from escaping. Each of the
150 plants received 10 beetles, which
bred and produced roughly 1,000 oﬀspring during the early summer months.
The beetles were released into the wild in
late summer. Our work is funded by Mass
Audubon through a resource damages
settlement against Nyanza chemical
company for mercury and other toxic
pollution in the Sudbury River between
1917 and 1978.
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• an inventory of 200 acres of conservation
land surrounding the headwaters of a brook
in Hillsborough County, nH, identiﬁed 330
species from 79 families, including 10 species
previously undocumented in the county and
5 unconﬁrmed species believed to be rare in
the state. the town will use the data to
protect important plant resources.
• staﬀ and pCVs made another important
discovery in nH. while walking along a
logging road, former pCV Coordinator John
burns noticed an unusual indian cucumber.
when the group found seed pods, he was
able to identify it as a small-whorled pogonia
(Isotria medeoloides), a federally listed endangered
orchid species. the group documented a
previously unknown population of 11 plants.
• a rare plant survey in pitch pine-scrub oak
habitat in Charlestown, ri, for the us fish and
wildlife service documented two rare species.
a follow-up survey and report to be completed
in 2015 will guide the management of this
ﬁre-dependent community.
• in ma, we are in the ﬁfth year of managing
invasive plants threatening the largest population
in new england of the rare coast violet (Viola
brittoniana). what once was two acres of
six-foot-tall glossy buckthorn (Frangula alnus)
is now a more open area of mostly native
plants, with 2,000 violets. our strategies have
moved from applying herbicide to woody
plant stems, to grappling with the wave of
glossy buckthorn seedlings that sprouted due
to the increased light, to removing mature
trees around the periphery, which are now
the main source of buckthorn seed.

staﬀ and interns wrap purple loosestrife in netting to ensure the beetles stay on the plants and breed

WORK IN PROGRESS
• developing an invasive species management
and native species restoration plan for the
waterfront area on a college campus

monitoring rare plants in the
westﬁeld river watershed

• updating a town’s “best management practices”
guide for wetland mitigation and for creating
better functioning manmade wetlands

a $15,000 grant from the beveridge family foundation will
enable the society to monitor 60 rare plant populations in the
westﬁeld river watershed of western massachusetts. we will
collect seed from ten of the populations and undertake management
for three of the surveyed populations. the westﬁeld wild and
scenic Committee contributed an additional $8,000 of funding
to support our ongoing eﬀorts.

• Creating a restoration plan for a wet meadow
owned by a land trust
• relocating and augmenting a population of
winged monkey-ﬂower (Mimulus alatus) along
a river

Aristida
purpuranscens
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staﬀ, interns, new england plant Conservation
program members, and our plant Conservation
Volunteers spent 3,000 hours in 2014 performing conservation actions throughout the region.
below are highlights from three states.

newenglandwild.org

• for the ﬁfth year, working to control the nonnative, invasive broad-leaved pepperweed
(Lepidium latifolium), which is threatening
coastal marshes in the northeast and is the target
of federal and state early detection initiatives
Fall•Winter 2015 | Native Plant News
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What is
“Managed Relocation”
and Will It Have
a Place in our
Conservation
Toolbox?
Jesse Bellemare, Assistant Professor, Department of
Biological Sciences, Smith College, Northampton, MA

Along with habitat destruction
and invasive species, rapid
climate change is predicted to
be one of the top threats to
biodiversity in this century.
Indeed, some studies have estimated that from many
hundreds of thousands to more than a million species
might be at risk of extinction due to climate change.
In these studies, one crucial factor linked to extinction risk has been dispersal ability. This is because
species that are slow to disperse will likely see suitable climatic conditions shift poleward faster than the
species can migrate to keep up with their required
habitat. Regions that support
photo: Diphylleia cymosa (umbrella-leaf ), species survival today will
dan Jaffe ©2015 new england wild
likely experience new climatic
flower society
conditions in the future that
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might become unsuitable for continued survival and
reproduction. This will result in population declines
or the outright loss of some species from their current
native ranges. If these species are incapable of dispersing and establishing new populations in new
areas, they are predicted to slip toward extinction.
Although there is some possibility that species might
be able to stay in place and adapt to new climate conditions, it appears that the response of most species to
past episodes of major climate change, such as during
the Ice Ages, has been migration to follow their favored
climatic niche. Further, the high rate of modern climate
change is likely to outstrip the speed at which most
plants, particularly slow-growing perennials, could
conceivably evolve to tolerate new conditions. As
such, dispersal and geographic range shifts to new
areas will likely be a crucial step for enabling at-risk
plant species to survive a warming climate.
Given the pivotal role of species’ dispersal ability
in avoiding climate-triggered extinctions, some ecologists and conservation biologists have proposed that
humans might directly intervene to “assist” poorly

MANAGED RELOCATION

dispersing species in tracking their required habitats
as they shift poleward in coming decades. In other
words, if the decisive factor for avoiding the extinction of climate-threatened species will be their ability
to disperse to new areas of suitable habitat as climate
changes, might there be some role for conservationists in facilitating this crucial step?
This new conservation strategy has variously
been called “assisted migration,” “assisted colonization,” or “managed relocation.” Most strikingly, and
controversially, this approach would involve moving
climate-threatened species beyond their native ranges
into regions where they have not occurred historically, but where they are predicted to survive in the

This approach would involve moving climatethreatened species beyond their native ranges
into regions where they have not occurred
historically, but where they are predicted to
survive in the future.

future. Not surprisingly, this new strategy of “managed relocation,” although still largely theoretical, has
run headlong into several decades of conservation
focus on the threats of exotic species and biological
invasions! Critics of managed relocation have cited
several significant concerns, including the risk that
some relocated species might become invasive where
they are introduced. Others have argued that this
conservation approach might undermine important
efforts to fight climate change and protect rare
species in their native habitats. Even so, as the rate
and magnitude of climate change becomes clearer, it
appears that an increasing number of biologists, conservationists, and land managers are taking the possibility of managed relocation seriously and beginning
to consider how this new strategy might fit into the
conservation toolkit of the 21st century, alongside
more traditional approaches such as habitat preservation, passive dispersal corridors, and ex situ conservation in botanical gardens or seed banks.
PLANTS AND THE MANAGED
RELOCATION DEBATE
Plant species have played a central role in both triggering and illustrating the debate surrounding managed relocation. Indeed, much of the current
discussion was sparked by a 2004 article in Wild Earth
in which Connie Barlow and Paul Martin proposed
“assisted migration” to establish new populations of
the endangered conifer Florida torreya (Torreya taxifolia, figure 1) outside its small native range in the
Florida panhandle. These researchers noted that torreya was in severe decline in its few remaining populations in the wild due to attack by a new pathogen,
possibly combined with climate change and other environmental stresses. However, the Florida torreya
survives, and even thrives, when planted in areas to
the north of its native range at cooler, higher-elevation sites in the southern Appalachian Mountains.
The radical proposal to establish naturalized populations of torreya in these areas outside its native range
Figure 1. the endangered conifer florida
torreya (Torreya taxifolia) in seed at the
biltmore estate gardens in asheville, north
Carolina, more than 500 kilometers north of
the species’ native range on the florida
panhandle. florida torreya appears to perform
quite well in the cooler climate of the southern
appalachian mountains. in contrast, surviving
trees in the native range in florida are no
longer reproducing, likely due to disease and
other environmental stresses. (photo courtesy
of Connie barlow and torreyaguardians.org)
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was inspired in part by my Smith College colleague
Rob Nicholson, who wrote in a 1990 Natural History
magazine piece on the decline of torreya that an artificial refugium might be established in the southern
Appalachians to ensure the continued survival and
evolution of the species in the wild. The fossil record
has produced evidence of torreya in North Carolina in
earlier geologic periods, showing that its natural range
has indeed extended elsewhere in the past. Given the
negative trends in the present-day wild populations of
Florida torreya, it is possible that naturalized plantings
outside the native range and in botanic garden collections might be the only place where the species survives in the future. Barlow and Martin argued that
ensuring the species survival in the wild, even if beyond its historical range boundaries, should be a top
priority. However, alongside this provocative piece,
conservation biologist and long-time torreya researcher Mark Schwartz responded with an article
contending that “conservationists should not move
Torreya taxifolia,”citing invasion risks and the need to
invest in conserving species within their current native
ranges. Even now, 10 years later, the contours of the
scientific and ethical debate sketched out by these
well-intentioned authors continues.
WHAT PLANT SPECIES MIGHT BE
CANDIDATES FOR MANAGED RELOCATION?
Florida torreya is typical of the plant species that are
often cited as likely candidates for managed relocation. Small-ranged or “endemic” species, like torreya,
are thought to be at greatest immediate risk from climate change, for two reasons: their small geographic
ranges suggest that they might have limited dispersal
ability – in that they have not spread widely in the
past – and climate conditions could change rapidly
across the whole of their small native ranges, exposing them to entirely new conditions in a short period
of time. In contrast, species with larger geographic
ranges have, to some extent, already demonstrated
substantial dispersal ability by expanding over a large
area in the past. More importantly, it is likely that
some portions of their ranges will remain climaticallysuitable into the future, even if other portions are
compromised. For example, while the southern margins of a widespread plant species’ range might decline in the eastern U.S., it is likely that more northern
areas would remain suitable for many decades or centuries to come. This type of retreat-without-migration
scenario would not be an option for a small-ranged
endemic species restricted to just a few counties in its
native distribution.

newenglandwild.org

Our Take on
Managed Relocation
the society’s regional collaboration, the new england plant
Conservation program (nepCop), discussed managed relocation
at a recent regional advisory Council meeting. Jesse bellemare
of smith College gave an overview of the issues and presented
some of his research on transplanting species beyond their
historic ranges. John o’leary of ma division of fisheries and
wildlife discussed the adaptive capacity of organisms and
suggested that plants and animals may adapt in unknown ways
at their current locations rather than shifting their ranges as
predicted by various climate models.
the topic of managed relocation is controversial, but members
of the Council agreed that the organizations and agencies represented in nepCop need to develop guidelines for new england.
the Council is hoping to avoid ad hoc translocations of rare
species in our region and made the following decisions:
• managed relocation is a tool that should be considered part
of overall strategies to conserve plants in the region, and its
use should be guided by the best science available.
• new england endemic (or near-endemic) taxa in habitats
that are considered vulnerable to climate change should be
researched as potential targets for managed relocation.
these are:
Astragalus robbinsii var. jesupii (nH, Vt)
Carex oronensis (me)
Carex waponahkikensis (C. scoparia var. tessellata) (me)
Crataegus bicknellii (ma)
Crataegus schizophylla (ma)
Eleocharis diandra (ma, nH, nY, Vt, ont Canada)
Eupatorium novae-angliae (ma, ri)
Geum peckii (nH, nb Canada)
Nabalus boottii (me, nH, nY)
Pedicularis furbishiae (me, nb Canada)
Potamogeton gemmiparus (Ct, ma, me, nH, ri)
Potamogeton ogdenii (ma, nY, ont Canada)
Potentialla robbinsiana (nH)
• botanists may propose managed relocation of rare species
from areas south of new england into our region. we need
guidelines before receiving these transplants and need to
investigate any such plans for relocation.

Fall•Winter 2015 | Native Plant News
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MANAGED RELOCATION

Figure 2. the richness of small-ranged
endemic forest herbs by county in the eastern
united states, with the outline of the temperate deciduous forest biome highlighted in
green. this biogeographic analysis shows that
the diversity of small-ranged forest herbs is
highly concentrated in the southeastern u.s.,
while very few small-ranged species have distributions extending into the upper midwest
or northeast. in particular, a substantial dropoﬀ in diversity was detected near the last
glacial maximum (blue dotted line), the southern boundary of the peak ice sheets of the last
ice age about 18,000 years ago. the persistence of this diversity pattern over thousands
of years suggests that these small-ranged
plant species have limited dispersal ability and
were strongly aﬀected by past climate change,
characteristics that might place them at high
risk with modern climate change. (based on
an analysis presented in a contributed chapter
by Jesse bellemare and david moeller in the
book The Herbaceous Layer in Forests of Eastern North America, 2nd edition, oxford university press, 2014.)
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In my lab at Smith College, we have been investigating the distribution of small-ranged plant species
native to the eastern deciduous forests to gain insight
into where at-risk species might be concentrated.
Consistent with the prediction that small-ranged
species might also be dispersal-limited species, we’ve
found that almost all endemic forest plant species are
concentrated in the Southeast U.S., with a pronounced
drop-off in diversity near the southernmost boundary
of the last continental ice sheet about 18,000 years
ago (figure 2). Surprisingly, many of these southern
endemic species are grown in horticulture far to the
north of their native ranges in botanical gardens like
Smith College, Garden in the Woods, and the Arnold
Arboretum (figures 3A, 3B). This suggests that climatically-suitable habitat might already exist to the north
of these species’ small native ranges in the Southeast.
Overall, these patterns suggest that some plant
species have exhibited little potential for northward
migration, even given thousands of years since the last
ice age. Unfortunately, while these small-ranged
species would probably be well-positioned in the
Southeast to survive the climatic cooling of another ice
age, the current trend toward rapid climatic warming
seems to place many on the wrong side of climate history. It is among this set of species that climate change
might pose an immediate threat and where unconventional conservation approaches, like managed relocation, might be necessary to avoid extinctions.
WHAT IS THE INVASION RISK
FROM MANAGED RELOCATION?
The top concern for most biologists and land managers is the possibility that some species moved to
new regions via managed relocation might be too successful in their new homes – that they might become
the next wave of problematic invasives. Despite years
of research on exotic species management and invasion biology, it is still challenging to predict invasion
potential in plants, so the possibility of invasiveness
among translocated species is hard to rule out, even
with screening efforts. Citing the precautionary principle, this has led some biologists to argue against
taking any management actions that could inadvertently trigger harmful biological invasions.
However, ecological data are emerging to suggest
that the types of within-continent movements proposed
for managed relocation efforts might not be as risky as
they would first appear. In particular, most problematic
invasive plants have been introduced from other continents; only a small proportion of plant species consid-

ered exotic invasives somewhere in the continental
U.S. are native to other parts of the U.S. A fascinating
2012 study by Dan Simberloff and colleagues documenting this phenomenon was titled “the natives are
restless, but not often and mostly when disturbed,” referring to the observation that the few cases where native plants have been considered problematic usually
occur in places where human disturbances have already altered natural ecosystems, such as through fire
suppression or overgrazing. Overall, they found that
exotic species from other continents were about 40
times more likely to be considered invasive compared
to U.S. native species introduced elsewhere in the
country. This finding suggests that invasion risk from
native species is probably modest and, relative to the
permanent loss of species due to extinction, might be
an acceptable risk to consider.
The reasons that native plant species are less
prone to invasive behavior are not fully known; however, several interesting hypotheses have been proposed. First, plant species living within a broad
geographic area or biome, such as the eastern deciduous forests, likely have a shared ecological and evolutionary history spanning millions of years, even if they
do not occur together across the entire region today.
This suggests some level of co-evolution within ecological communities that might constrain many native
species from becoming too successful or invasive.
Similarly, within a broad geographic region, the natural
enemies that have co-evolved with native plant
species (insects, pathogens, etc.) might regulate population growth. In contrast, plant species introduced
from other continents often leave behind their natural
enemies and can exhibit more rampant population
growth. Second, within a broad geographic region, it
is likely that most species prone to rapid spread and
population growth have already done so – thousands
of years ago. These ancient “invaders” are the common, widespread plant species that we see all around
us today in the post-glacial forests of the Northeast.
Indeed, the post-glacial period might even be viewed
as a “trial run” on species’ potentials for invasiveness,
and it appears that many of the small-ranged endemic
species concentrated in the Southeast are among
those least likely to spread rapidly.

Figures 3A-3B. bottlebrush buckeye (Aesculus parviflora) is a striking example of a forest
plant endemic to the southeastern u.s., but
grown widely in horticulture outside its native
range, including areas far to the north. this
map indicates the native range of bottlebrush
buckeye centered in alabama and nearby
states (pink), as well as botanical gardens
where the species is grown outside its range
(red stars), including the smith College
botanic garden and arnold arboretum.
research in my lab at smith College in 2012-13
found that bottlebrush buckeye produced
viable seeds at both locations in massachusetts, despite very diﬀerent climatic conditions
than seen within the species’ native range in
the south. (photo courtesy of J. bellemare.
native range drawn from the biota of north
america program’s north american plant
atlas (www.bonap.org); horticultural sites
from bg-base (www.bg-base.com).)

WHAT ABOUT EX SITU CONSERVATION IN
SEED BANKS AND BOTANICAL GARDENS?
Given persistent concerns about the potential for invasiveness with managed relocation, why should we
risk releasing non-native plant species into the wild?

newenglandwild.org
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MANAGED RELOCATION

It might seem that preservation of genetic material in
seed banks and as representative individuals in botanical gardens would be much safer. However, one of the
key goals of managed relocation would be to maintain
species as wild, ecologically and evolutionarily dynamic
entities--in other words, enabling these threatened
species to adapt and evolve in a new region, maintain
ecological interactions with other wild species, and
maybe even buy some additional time to adapt to
changing climate. Proponents of managed relocation
argue that is it not sufficient to simply preserve threatened species as static entities “on ice” in a seed bank,
or as small sets of individuals under artificial conditions in a garden setting. Although these ex situ options

The broad climatic, geologic, and vegetational
similarities between portions of the Southeast
and Northeast suggests that northward
managed relocation efforts might be practicable
for many at-risk species. And, given that most
of the present-day flora in the formerly
glaciated Northeast migrated into the region
from the south, these regions already share a
common biological and biogeographic history,
potentially lessening threats of unexpected and
negative ecological interactions.
certainly play a critical role in many plant conservation
efforts, they cannot substitute for wild, self-sustaining
populations, particularly when the timescales involved
with modern climate change extend over many centuries and it might never be possible to reintroduce
threatened species to their former native ranges due
to permanently altered climate.
MANAGED RELOCATION:
THE VIEW FROM NEW ENGLAND
It is likely that the first experience New England
botanists and plant enthusiasts will have with managed relocation efforts will come in the form of
“climate refugees” from the south. Because of New
England’s severe and recent glacial history, the region
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is home to relatively few small-ranged endemic
species, although some alpine and coastal habitats
deserve mention. As such, most candidates for
conservation intervention will likely come from elsewhere – primarily from the botanical hotspots in the
Southeast. The broad climatic, geologic, and vegetational similarities between portions of the Southeast
and Northeast suggests that northward managed
relocation efforts might be practicable for many
at-risk species. And, given that most of the present-day
flora in the formerly glaciated Northeast migrated
into the region from the south, these regions already
share a common biological and biogeographic history,
potentially lessening threats of unexpected and negative ecological interactions.
Importantly, there is a great need for additional
study and cautious experimentation before any actual
managed relocation efforts are undertaken. Although
climate models and biogeographic data suggest this
approach might be a crucial conservation tool in the
future, few would argue these efforts should be
launched now, particularly in the absence of clear
evidence that candidate species are declining in the
wild in their current ranges due to climate change. In
collaboration with my colleague David Moeller at the
University of Minnesota, my lab has been experimentally growing the southeastern endemic umbrella-leaf
(Diphylleia cymosa; figure 4) at a series of study sites
within and beyond its native range, from North Carolina to Massachusetts, in order to gauge the species’
performance under new conditions outside the
Southeast and to observe whether it exhibits any
trends toward invasive behavior beyond its range.
This study has been running for several years and
promises to provide fascinating insights into what
conservation options might be available for umbrellaleaf and similar endemics in the future, should they
decline in their native ranges.
Beyond the efforts of individual researchers,
organizations like New England Wild Flower Society,
botanical gardens, arboreta, and academic institutions
are ideally positioned to take a leading role in efforts
to refine our understanding of the risks and opportunities of managed relocation. For example, information from decades of native plant horticulture at sites
like Garden in the Woods might be leveraged to better
understand threatened plant species’ actual climatic
tolerances, beyond what would be inferred from their
small native ranges. Is it generally the case, for instance, that many small-ranged endemics from the

Southeast can already tolerate environmental conditions in the Northeast? The many southeastern
endemics growing successfully at Garden in the
Woods and other botanic gardens in the north suggest
this might be the case. However, it is also the case that
some endemic plants that might be at risk from climate
change are not present in the horticultural trade or
botanical gardens due to their lower desirability in
gardens, or because they have only recently been
discovered and described by botanists. Little is known
about these species’ tolerances and ecological tendencies, and an important effort might be to bring representatives of these species into semi-natural garden
settings where they could be observed in more detail.
In addition to observations drawn from native
plant horticulture, organizations like New England
Wild Flower Society and other research and academic
institutions might play a key role in coordinating with
citizen scientists to install well-documented and wellcontrolled experimental plots in which the success
and ecological behavior of managed relocation
candidate species could be gauged in natural plant
communities in the Northeast. This type of effort
could greatly augment what is possible for individual
researchers to accomplish due to time, travel, and
funding constraints. In parallel with such efforts,
enhancing connections with botanical organizations
in the Southeast would also be critical, in order to
begin monitoring wild populations of species predicted
to be at risk and to make comparisons with experimental plantings outside native ranges. In the Northeast, these investigations would ask whether
candidate species are even capable of surviving in the
full ecological context of native plant communities
outside their native ranges, or, conversely, might they
be too successful and displace native species? These
types of empirical observations from the field will be
crucial for evaluating the potential and risks of managed relocation as a new element in our conservation
toolkit for the 21st century.
Clearly the many issues surrounding managed
relocation also extend beyond the objective purview
of science and into the more subjective realms of
conservation ethics and philosophy. Nevertheless, this
is a conversation that is certainly needed given the
pressing reality of climate change, and organizations
like New England Wild Flower Society are well poised
to contribute significantly to that debate as it relates
to the conservation of plant diversity.

newenglandwild.org

Figure 4. umbrella-leaf (Diphylleia cymosa)
is a large perennial herbaceous plant endemic
to high-elevation forests in the southern
appalachian mountains of western north
Carolina. since 2008, this species has been
the focus of a large-scale ﬁeld experiment
coordinated by my lab at smith College and
our colleague david moeller at the university
of minnesota. the research is testing how well
umbrella-leaf performs when grown in natural
forest plant communities beyond its native
range in the mid-atlantic and northeast. Can
it grow to maturity from seed outside its
range? does it show signs of being too successful? to date, we’ve found that umbrellaleaf grows well beyond its native range and
has even ﬂowered and produced seed at some
sites; however, its slow growth to maturity
and low seed production suggest it would be
unlikely to become invasive. at the end of the
data collection for the project, the experimental plants will be removed from all sites outside the native range. (photo courtesy of J.
bellemare)
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GARDEN IN THE WOODS
MASTER PLAN UPDATE

Fifty years ago, New England Wild
Flower Society received a tremendous
gift from a renowned local plantsman.
On his 82nd birthday in May 1965, Will Curtis entrusted
us with Garden in the Woods, his crowning achievement
as a landscape architect and a place that has inspired generations of native plant enthusiasts to build “big beautiful
wildﬂower gardens” of their own. As we celebrate Curtis’s
generosity, we look forward to the next ﬁfty years and
have embarked on a project to renew the sense of wonder
and the beauty he created.
The ﬁrst step was the creation of an inspiring master
plan for the Garden, which we completed with Andropogon Associates in 2013 and which provides a compelling long-term vision for this marvelous site. Last year,
with funding from the Hope Goddard Iselin Foundation,
the Society began envisioning a new planting plan for the
“ﬁrst garden,” called the Curtis Woodland Garden. For
design expertise, we partnered with landscape architect
W. Gary Smith, who has spent his career working almost
exclusively with public gardens. Gary’s previous projects
include several notable native plant gardens, such as
Peirce’s Woods at Longwood Gardens in Delaware, and a
master plan for the Southern Highlands Reserve in North
Carolina. The “Hidden Valley” sculpture from his Art
Goes Wild installation in 2007 still graces the slopes of
Garden in the Woods. His artistic vision, enthusiasm for
the Society’s mission, and decades of experience designing with native plants made him the perfect ﬁt for a reexamination of a beloved garden.
This revival provides an interesting counterpoint to
the ecological focus of the master plan, which calls for

the creation of displays of New England native plant
communities that reﬂect and enhance the character,
landforms, and range of environmental conditions across
the Garden’s 44-acres. The plan carved out an exception
for the Curtis Woodland Garden, which will pay homage
to the founder’s passion for collecting, propagating, and
comparing plants from diﬀerent regions and to his aﬃnity for plants from the Piedmont area, which stretches in
a band from New Jersey to Alabama. As the historic
core, this garden will continue to showcase plants from a
broad geographic range, while recommitting to the original design intent of emphasizing the beautiful topography. Beauty is the driving force behind the revised
planting plan as well; however, true to the Society’s
ideals, beauty has a conscience. The Society’s mission
challenges us to envision a garden that can satisfy both
our aesthetic and our ecological values.
We ﬁrst thought about the landscape as canvas and
therefore selected plants that complement each other
and paint a mosaic of colors across the seasons. We also
carefully chose species that are well adapted to the conditions of the site, rather than taking the typical approach
of modifying the site to suit the plants we want to feature.
Finally, we paid careful attention to sourcing new plants
from nurseries that share our commitment to growing
genetically diverse plants. Most of the herbaceous layer
is being grown by Nasami Farm; many of the trees and
shrubs are coming from nurseries that grow plants of
known ecotype. We limited the use of cultivars and
clonal plants (those grown from cuttings, for example,
rather than from seed) as much as possible, and we are
implementing the project in phases over three years to
give Nasami Farm ample time to grow approximately
42,000 plants that meet these objectives.

Reviving
the Curtis Woodland

Garden

Mark Richardson, Director of Horticulture

landscape architect w. gary smith’s early drawing for the revival of the Curtis woodland garden, emphasizing the shape of the land
left: beetleweed (Galax urceolata) under rhododendron
photo by dan Jaﬀe © new england wild flower society
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Dan Jaffe © New England Wild Flower Society

top: horticulture crew planting a sugar maple (Acer saccharum)
bottom: mark richardson, lauren weeks, and anna fialkoﬀ
planting a fringe tree (Chionanthus virginicus) along the path
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Cheryl Lowe © New England Wild Flower Society

Already underway are subtle changes to circulation
that will enable visitors to experience the garden from
wonderful vantage points. Additional seating areas
will encourage people to linger and enjoy the splendor
of the seasons. The improvements also oﬀer those
who love the garden a new perspective on the “living
picture” Curtis painted and revival of the magic so
many have enjoyed here.

PAINTING THE WOODLAND FLOOR
In a native plant woodland garden in the Northeast, the
showiest season is spring. To play to the strengths of
the native woodland palette, therefore, the majority of
the species added to the garden will enhance the display during its peak in May. Plants like American bugbane (Actaea podocarpa) will extend the ﬂowering
season into late summer/early fall, while the shrub
layer, composed of smooth azalea (R. arborescens),
ﬂame azalea (R. calendulaceum), and plumleaf azalea
(R. prunifolium), will provide structure and a long season of ﬂowering time.
This spring we planted large patches of pink
creeping phlox (Phlox stolonifera) and yellow trillium
(Trillium luteum) to greet visitors as they walk past the
Curtis Cottage through a new informal allée of American hornbeam (Carpinus caroliniana). A carpet of foamﬂower (Tiarella cordifolia var. cordifolia) and phlox
(Phlox stolonifera and P. divaricata)—a signature Curtis
combination that disappeared from the garden over
the years—planted on the slopes and core of the garden will envelop visitors with color and fragrance. The
massive sweeps both amplify the topography and help
to highlight the garden’s many unique specimen plants.

among the highlighted species
planted throughout the Curtis
woodland garden: 1. ﬂame azalea
(R. calendulaceum), 2. a carpet
of foamﬂower (Tiarella cordifolia
var. cordifolia) and phlox (Phlox
divaricata), a signature will Curtis
combination, 3. plumleaf azalea
(R. prunifolium), 4. pink creeping
phlox (Phlox stolonifera), and
5. long beech fern (Phegopteris
connectilis)

NEW PERSPECTIVES
Lisa Mattei © New England Wild Flower Society

The Curtis Woodland Garden had some inherent challenges. First, the eastern hemlocks (Tsuga canadensis)
on the slopes and along the fence line were not providing adequate screening from the main roadway and
were also in decline due in part to the invasive pest

In the moister soils adjacent to the Lily Pond, the
garden will feature a combination of clammy azalea, (R.
viscosum), with its strongly fragrant blossoms, and pinkshell azalea (R. vaseyi), which displays its showy ﬂowers
in mid-summer. Sweetbay magnolia (Magnolia virginiana) will ﬂank a new seating area underplanted with
beetleweed (Galax urceolata), a Will Curtis favorite.
Much of the charm of the Curtis Woodland Garden exists in the ﬁne details and diverse specimens, like
sharp-lobed hepatica (Anemone acutiloba), southern red
trillium (Trillium sulcatum), and yellow lady’s-slipper
(Cypripedium parviflorum). Tightly clustered in the central part of the garden, these individual specimens can
be hard to see. The plan calls for many of them to be
artfully arranged and showcased along the existing
stone staircase, new stone steps on a path on the eastern slope, and around a stone patio to be created at the
base of the steps leading into the garden. Framed by
low walls, the patio will serve as both a gathering space
for groups and a place to sit among a sea of white trillium (Trillium grandiflorum). The trillium patch will also
have a smattering of double-ﬂowered and pink forms,
and will be paired with long beech fern (Phegopteris connectilis). As the trilliums die back each season in late
spring, the ferns will emerge to take their place in the
composition through summer and fall.

woolly adelgid, which defoliates and ultimately kills
the trees. Second, the hemlocks and some other trees
were at just the right height to block early spring light
from reaching the center of the garden, making it diﬃcult to grow several species that once thrived here and
contributing to the loss of the glorious spring bloom
remembered by long-time visitors. Finally, the mature
garden did not take full advantage of the site’s unique
natural features, like its bowl shape and the arching
canopy trees. Each of these challenges presented an
opportunity to improve the display and infuse the garden with a sense of drama.
We decided early in the process that to address
the screening and light-quality issues, the eastern
hemlocks would need to be replaced along the fence
line with a high shrub layer of broadleaved evergreens.
We removed approximately one hundred trees on the
eastern slope, which instantly brought in more sunlight, revealed the cathedral-like space framed by
steep-sided slopes and a high canopy, and tripled the
area available for planting. By transplanting large specimens of great rhododendron (Rhododendron maximum), highland dog-laurel (Leucothoe fontanesiana),
and the occasional American holly (Ilex opaca) from
the center of this garden and from elsewhere on the
property to the buﬀer zone, we will be able to achieve
good screening without blocking spring sunlight and
will gain a nice backdrop for the showier areas down
the slope. The new plan calls for limiting the height of
plants in the central corridor so that the full impact of
the landform here can be admired.

Dan Jaffe © New England Wild Flower Society

CHALLENGES PRESENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Dan Jaffe © New England Wild Flower Society

WOODLAND GARDEN REVIVAL
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Celebrating Your Support
In 1900 our founders had a compelling vision—to build an organization
dedicated to protecting the region’s native flora. Their efforts foreshadowed
our work today in conservation, horticulture, and education in all six
New England states. As you read about our many accomplishments,
please take a moment to be proud of your own support for this renowned
organization. Friends like you are at the heart of all our successes, and
we are delighted to celebrate and publicly thank all of you!

$1,000-$4,999
anonymous (5)
daniel s. and louise f. ahearn
John a. alic
annemarie altman and david Cook
beacon Hill Garden Club
molly and John e. beard
bose Corporation
fred bosshardt
Kim and lawrence buell
Kimberly and dennis burns
Capital one services, llC
Gloria and Charles i. Clough

Conservation CirCle
and leadership gifts

“THERE LIVES THE DEAREST FRESHNESS…”

TMP Images

The

deirdre menoyo is a
member of the society’s
Conservation Circle and
Chair of the board of
trustees

line that always comes to me
when I roam my gardens is
from my favorite poet, Gerard Manley Hopkins:
“There lives the dearest freshness deep down
things.” Hopkins was a 19th-century Jesuit who
saw God in nature. In “Binsey Poplars,” Hopkins
mourned the loss of a beloved grove of trees: “Oh
if we but knew what we do when we delve or hew
/ Hack and rack the growing green!” Nature is, he
said, “so tender” and “her being so slender,” that
“even where we mean to mend her we end her….
Aftercomers cannot guess the beauty been.” Hard
to say whether it was Hopkins or a childhood spent
largely outdoors that influenced my conservation
ethic more. But I went to law school at 37 specifically (and only) to try to do good things for the
Earth. So the New England Wild Flower Society
is a perfect fit.
When asked to be on the Board of Trustees,
after a career in environmental law, activism, and
management, I readily accepted. Intense exposure
to the Society’s world-beating conservation program has sharpened my understanding of the role
of native plants in healthy ecosystems. We gardeners can help by planting native plants and teaching
our children their importance. I wish I had known,

decades earlier, when I was planting monoclonal
nursery specimens, that I could have done so
much more for the environment, for pollinators and
wildlife, by using locally grown native plants. My
gardens grow differently now.
Our obligation, as Earth’s stewards, to conserve
biodiversity drives my passion for New England
Wild Flower Society. Native plant conservation
is a critical response to climate change. We can
help retain landscape resiliency and prevent
species decline and even extinction only by preserving biologically diverse ecosystems, which
begin with plants.
As an insurance policy, the Society is helping
to lead a global seed-banking project, through our
citizen-science-model-for-the-world. This “Seed
Ark” effort may turn out to be our most important
response to climate change, enabling our successor-stewards to figure out how best to deploy precious germplasm for the health of the planet when
we are long gone. Anyone who has seen showy
lady’s-slippers (Cypripedium reginae) in Vermont or
Robbins’ cinquefoil (Potentilla robbinsiana) on the
top of Mount Washington knows why we need to
succeed. I hope our children’s children – our aftercomers – won’t have to “guess the beauty been.”

the total giving noted below for 2014
reflects restricted and unrestricted gifts,
membership dues, and pledges. the
Conservation Circle honors individuals
whose philanthropic support reached
$1,000 or more. leadership gifts and
grants from companies and foundations
also had an extraordinary impact on the
society.
+ denotes deceased donors
$200,000 or more
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lalor and patricia n. burdick
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Center for plant Conservation
fields pond foundation, inc.
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Judith H. Cook
Helen and miner Crary
stuart l. Cummings
martha r. davis
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pamela b. and david w. durrant

massachusetts Cultural Council

suzanne w. dworsky and
alan J. dworsky
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ralph C. eagle, Jr.

Jessie b. and Jon panek

the echo Charitable foundation
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schwab Charitable fund
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u.s. Charitable Gift trust

ellis Charitable foundation

Hope Goddard iselin foundation

ann marie ernst
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anonymous

lisa and George b. foote

anonymous

Jack and dorothy byrne foundation

foundation for metrowest

fidelity Charitable Gift funds

frances H. Clark and
bernard J. mcHugh

framingham Garden Club, inc.

$25,000-$99,999
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majorie d. and nicholas p. Greville
Christina t. Hobbs
institute of museum and
library services
litowitz foundation, inc.
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martha wallace and ed Kane

Christopher r. and Carole m. ely
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frederick pratt
Caroline blanton thayer
1990 Charitable trust

Janet w. and John p. Ganson
Goldman, sachs & Co.
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becky and david e. Hamlin
thelma K. and John H. Hewitt
lucile p. and william C. Hicks

the estate of Kathleen f. weller+
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OLD FRIENDSHIPS & NEW ENDEAVORS LUNCHEON
fern and david Jaffe

robin e. wilkerson and steve atlas

barbara a. selvitella and
russell p. selvitella

tracey willmott

lee a. shane

barbara Katzenberg

richard s. wood

frima & Gilbert shapiro Charitable fund

david and susan Zimmerman

anne symchych

mary e. memmott and
George a. burton

Kathy H. wrean and Hugh w. Chandler

thomas J. and Jo-ann michalak

Candace J. Young

roberta and Colin moore

John m. and marilyn K. Kucharski

Jim and betty wickis

peggy lahs
marta Jo lawrence
lucinda H. and david s. lee
david l. lindsay
ellen west and George m. lovejoy, Jr.
brian K. and anne s. mazar
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anonymous

Virginia mcintyre and John stevens

william s. andreas

elizabeth f. Kamio

linea K. and robert a. murray

supporter members

C. w. eliot paine and linda paine

we greatly appreciate all our members,
whose annual dues helped underwrite
the society’s mission in 2014. we thank
you all, but given space limitations, list
only those at the supporter level here.

sandra peters and alan l. frohman

deirdre menoyo

deni auclair

anthony mirenda and tracey Cornogg

peter m. and elaine brem

sandra o. moose

aviva and douglas brooks
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rebecca Cannon and scott miller
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Harris and melinda Collins

walter l. and beverlee a. adamski

Jacqueline rigolio

Carolyn m. and robert t. osteen

Community foundation of western ma

michael alterman

Heather and thornton ring

overhills foundation

william w. and martha p. Cooper

dorothy H. baldini

sharon and william risso

the robert treat paine association

anne l. Cross

lisa m. bendixen

Catherine and dennis ritch

richard b. and beverly s. peiser

elaine w. fiske and phillip l. ladd

lisa a. bielefeld

Karen i. sebastian

Karen d. and matthew V. pierce

walter J. and ann Gamble

stephen J. and maria r. blewitt

anne K. serrell

Gloria J. and roger p. plourde

sarah Garland-Hoch and roland Hoch

roland H. boutwell, iii

nicholas a. skinner

bonnie b. potter

dena and G.f. Hardymon

patricia a. brooks

mary G. slavet

ute and patrick prevost

Yutaka and sally t. ishizaka

david and marti budding

frank w. smith

barbara f. and frederick m. pryor

richard K. Johnson

loring and louise r. Conant

dick snellgrove and deborah todd

George and nancy putnam

susan m. and Christopher a. Klem

maureen H. Conte and robert w. busby

rachael solem and barry Herring

bob rands and amy rands

emily l. lewis

Jonathan bush and amanda dean

Claire b. and meir J. stampfer

pamela p. and Griffith l. resor

faye H. lieb fund

barbara david

lisa a. standley

sandra s. rodgers estate

deborah and bob lievens

lucy w. and neil J. dean

Jackie and thomas e. stone

robert a. and Veronica s. petersen
Joan e. pilson
richard and Carol rader
elisabeth a. raleigh

wickie rowland

elizabeth a. and bernard meyer

Karen p. doppke and philip f. Judy

Heather and Jared f. tausig

bruce m. and sarah t. schwaegler

enid r. mingolelli

eugene ferrara

louis J. and linda C. wagner

Kathleen e. and robert C. shamberger

eliott morra

louisa ferree

Charles H. and louise e. weed

nicholas a. skinner

erhart+ and ruth+ muller

patricia freysinger

ellen withrow and robert noah

edwin e. and Katherine t. smith

deborah nowers

mark smith and John o’Keefe

rare plant Group, G.C.a.

michele l. Hertz and
lawrence b. friedman

life members

anita e. springer and James p. lerner

peter m. richards

Caroline b. and ralph a. Gakenheimer
Joan p. Gulovsen

the sustainability Group

margaret e. richardson

Gerard b.+ and polly townsend
robert H. traylor

david b. rundle and
Catherine m. Huntley

Helen C. Hamman and peter C. isakson

emily wade

pamela s. ryan

fred Hicks

tony and lorraine a. wain

amy and John saar

stanley Howe

Carolyn and sturtevant waterman
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benjamin w. Guy, iii

sara Jaeger

these dedicated individuals have
chosen to play a long-term role in the
preservation of our region’s native
flora by becoming life members.
Judy a. artley and Charles t. moses
nancy H. august
patricia Callan and Chuck Crafts

on april 10, we hosted our annual luncheon for a lively mix of longtime
friends, recent interns, and certiﬁcate program graduates. the guests enjoyed
the conversation and a talk by director of Horticulture mark richardson on
our nationally certiﬁed trillium collection. among the guests were (top to
bottom) Honorary trustee dana Jost and betty Jost, who are life members;
roberta “bobbie” Hodson, a graduate of the certiﬁcate program; and
Honorary trustee thelma Hewitt and Jack Hewitt, who are life members
and members of the Conservation Circle.

{ ANNUAL REPORT 2014 }
INAUGURAL FOUNDERS’ MEDAL DINNER
beverly and Herbert myers

robin r. shield and John tariot

trillium soCiety

terry a. Chvisuk

may H. pierce

william and Hatsy shields

barbara f. Coburn

peggy and Hollis plimpton

mary m. smithline

edward H. and sandy Coburn

e.m. poss

Gwen stauffer

the following generous friends have
included the society in their estate plans,
to help ensure our future ability to conserve native plants and their habitats.

frederick and Jeanine Coburn

patricia pratt

Galen l. and anne stone

martha franklin Coburn and
robert w. Carlson

Christine a. psathas and
robert e. shabot

robert H. traylor

elizabeth l. aghajanian

edward s. Valentine

robert s. Coburn

Harriet d. purcell

annemarie altman and david Cook

emily wade

Virginia and Jay Coburn

paul John rich

Joyce H. and raymond a. bisson

nancy l. weiss

John d. Constable

Chandler s. robbins

lalor and patricia n. burdick

louise westcott

Judith H. Cook

Johanna ross

weston Garden Club

frances H. Clark and
bernard J. mcHugh

paul Cook+

barbara V. and George r. rowland

Cheryl K. wilfong

paul Cook+

ann dinsmore and richard nemrow

robin e. wilkerson and steve atlas

stuart l. Cummings

david l. deKing

david b. rundle and
Catherine m. Huntley
beverly H. ryburn

patricia plum wylde

elizabeth s. and frederic a. eustis

ruah donnelly and
steven e. dinkelaker

Janet fillion and richard laine

aire-maija schwann

mary f. and Joseph fiore

Catherine and George G. schwenk

margaret f. and t.C. price Zimmerman

peter V. doyle and ellen Clancy
nancy Goodman and mike Kotarba

anne and walter J. Gamble

George C. and diantha C. Harrington

FREE FUN FRIDAY

patti laier
ann r. lemmon

t.C. Haffenreffer

deirdre menoyo

© New England Wild Flower Society

marjorie d. and nicholas p. Greville
dena and G.f. Hardymon
allyson Hayward and p.H. Kareiva
thelma K. and John H. Hewitt
robert C. Hooper
Jane C. Hallowell

Carole m. merrifield
Carolyn m. and robert t. osteen
Jessie b. and Jon panek
Geri and douglas d. payne
Karen d. and matthew V. pierce
barbara f. and frederick m. pryor

larry lee Jones

beverly H. ryburn

Kathleen a. Klein

dori smith

Catherine Z. land

anita e. springer and James p. lerner

david r. longland

natalie starr

ellen west and George m. lovejoy, Jr.

Jackie and thomas e. stone

Jane lyman

mary ann streeter

eugene i. majerowicz

leslie turek

michelle H. and david r. mittelman
monadnock Garden Club
erhart muller+
sally mcGuire muspratt
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➽

for the ﬁfth year, Garden in the woods participated in free fun friday, a
program of the Highland street foundation that encourages cultural institutions to open their doors without charge on one friday in the summer to
make the arts accessible to all residents of massachusetts. the foundation
provides grant support to oﬀset the costs of the additional staﬃng needed
for the large inﬂux of visitors—at the Garden, typically around 1,500 people.

Cheryl K. wilfong
elizabeth H. wright
patty wylde

TMP Images

Kristina niovi Jones and peter Hecht

ellen b. and duncan mcfarland

TMP Images

Christopher r. and Carole m. ely

Joanne C. and lionel l. fray
nancy Goodman and mike Kotarba

enjoying the founders’ medal dinner on march 26 are (top) John and Judie
post, sandra moose, and pam and Griﬀ resor; (middle) bob and Carolyn
osteen; (bottom) Jessie and Jon panek, wickie rowland, and Jane packard.
TMP Images

John s. and Jane Chatfield
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MEMBERS’ PLANT EXCHANGE
tributes

Ge foundation

2014 Partners and Clients

in 2014 we received honoraria or
memorial donations in tribute to the
following friends, colleagues, mentors,
and loved ones.

Goldman, sachs & Co. matching
Gift program

Conservation serviCes

mass mutual
national Grid

in honor of

pfizer foundation matching
Gift program

peter V. doyle

unum provident Corporation

in 2014, the following organizations contracted for our services and utilized our
expertise in rare plant surveys, seed collection, invasive species management,
botanical inventories, and restoration.
national park service

marjorie d. Greville
Jane C. Hallowell

gifts in-kind

appalachian national scenic trail (Ct, ma)

linda Kirschner

we are grateful to the following
individuals, organizations, and
companies for their generous
donation of in-kind goods and
services in 2014.

acadia national park (me)

bessie manz
doris pratt
michael robinson

u.s. army Corps of engineers

Ct department of environmental
protection - Chatfield Hollow
state park
Ct department of environmental
protection - west rock ridge
state park
Ct department of environmental
protection - wildlife division
Ct department of transportation division of property management
ma department of Conservation &
recreation - savoy mountain sf &
deer Hill state reservation
ma department of Conservation &
recreation - mt. Greylock state
reservation

bonnie rosenthal

u.s. fish and wildlife service

Gray and paul wexelblat

appalachian mountain Club

ninigret national wildlife refuge (ri)

boston red sox

north attleboro national fish Hatchery (ma)

in memory of

linda C. bowman

parker river national wildlife refuge (ma)

bob august

Camp birch Hill

petit manan national wildlife refuge (me)

anthony t. Cope

elite island resorts

rhode island nwr Complex (ri)

robin furumoto

adam Ganson

silvio o. Conte national wildlife refuge (ma)

roberta Garvin

Julia Homer

John r. Held

Kripalu Center

u.s. fish and wildlife service
(northeast region)

linda Kirschner

J. p. mauney

ma department of Conservation &
recreation - skinner / Holyoke range
state park

patricia a. (dawson) midura

Gregor i. mcGregor

u.s. forest service

frank miles

Karen melo

white mountain national forest (nH)

ma department of Conservation &
recreation - myles standish state forest

stephen mitchell

Green mountain national forest (Vt)

ma division of fisheries & wildlife

natick senior Center

Ginny neville

page waterman Gallery, inc.

abdaris pabon

douglas pitman

nan st. Goar

Christine K. Quinby

Gerard b. townsend

rei - framingham store

ma department of Conservation &
recreation - neponset river
reservation
ma department of Conservation &
recreation - maudslay state park
ma department of Conservation &
recreation - manuel f. Correllus
state forest

me forest service
state natural heritage programs
Ct recreation and natural Heritage
trust program

nH division of forests & lands mt. Cardigan state forest
nH division of parks & recreation franconia notch state park

rose island lighthouse

ma natural Heritage and endangered
species program

matChing gift Companies

shaw’s market

me natural areas program

we extend special thanks to the
following businesses for their generous
support in 2014.

dori smith

nH natural Heritage bureau

southwest airlines

ri natural History survey

George swift

Vt natural Heritage inventory

ri department of environmental
management - division of fish &
wildlife

state offices

ri department of environmental
management - water resources board

Citizens Charitable foundation

trader Joe’s

Coca-Cola foundation

whole foods

delaware life

baxter state park (me)

fm Global foundation

Ct department of environmental
protection - Hurd state park
Ct department of environmental
protection - Kettletown state park
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nH division of parks & recreation pawtuckaway state park
nH division of parks & recreation weeks state park

Vt department of fish & wildlife
Vt department of forest, parks &
recreation - Kingsland bay state park

members gathered at Garden in the woods on June 14 for the annual
plant exchange.

{ ANNUAL REPORT 2014 }
RIBBON CUTTING FOR ESHQUA BOG BOARDWALK
Vt department of forest, parks &
recreation - mt. mansfield state forest
Vt department of forest, parks &
recreation - tinmouth Channel
wildlife management area

elephant’s trunk flea market (Ct)

town of east Granby (Ct)

Groton utilities (Ct)

town of east Haven (Ct)

Cape Cod museum of natural
History (ma)

Homestead farms (nH)

town of east longmeadow

City of Cambridge water dept. (ma)

irving woodlands llC (me)

town of framingham (ma)

lakes region Conservation trust (nH)

town of franklin (ma)

division of fisheries & wildlife,
natural Heritage & endangered
species program (ma)

loon echo land trust (me)

town of Guilford (Ct)

eric bloomquist (ma)

manchester-essex Conservation
trust (ma)

town of Hyannis (ma)

Garden dance landscape design (ma)

town of madison (Ct)

mashantucket pequot indian tribal
nation (Ct)

Green thumb for Hire (ma)

town of mason (nH)

Hillside nursery (ma)*

town of new milford (Ct)

manitoga, inc. (nY)

town of newburyport (ma)

michael d. bliss (ma)

town of salem (nH)

nantucket land bank (ma)

town of seabrook (nH)

natureworks landscape services inc.
(ma)

national audubon society

town of stratford (Ct)

ri natural History survey (ri)

northeast utilities (Ct)

town of suffield (Ct)

ri wild plant society (ri)

o and G industries (Ct)

town of thomaston (me)

speaking of landscapes, llC (Ct)

ocean edge Golf Course (ma)

town of Vernon (Vt)

old Quarry association (Ct)

town of westford (ma)

opacum land trust (ma)

town of westwood (ma)

sterling services inc. for Hills at
mainstone Condominium association
(ma)

oxbow associates (ma)

town of windham (nH)

porter’s point school (Vt)

town of Yarmouth (ma)

a & J Construction (ma)

salem land trust (Ct)

transCanada (Vt)

the nature Conservancy, massachusetts
island office (ma)

a.d. makepeace (ma)

schumacher Companies, inc. (ma)

university of maine 4-H Camp

the trustees of reservations, boston

american forest management (me)

south Central Ct regional water
authority (Ct)

university of rhode island

natural areas network (ma)

walden woods project (ma)

tom wirth associates, inc. (ma)

biodrawversity (ma)

south windsor land Conservation
trust (Ct)

Yale university

black bear Hydro (me)

southbury land trust (Ct)

branford land trust (Ct)

sudbury Historical society (ma)

Custom hortiCulture
serviCes

town of braintree, planning and
Community development dept./dept.
of public works (ma)

Camp sloane (Ct)

sudbury Valley trustees (ma)

Carlisle Conservation foundation (ma)

sudbury weed education and
eradication team (ma)

invasive species Cooperative
partnerships
Connecticut river watershed Cooperative
invasive species management area
(Ct, ma, nH, Vt)
sudbury-assabet-Concord river
watershed Cooperative invasive
species management area (ma)
westfield river invasive species
partnership (ma)

other partners
includes towns, land trusts, utility companies, and other private and public
landowners who allowed staff and volunteers access to their properties for
conservation of our native flora

amherst Country Club (nH)
aquarion water Company (Ct)

Chicago botanic Garden (il)
City of Cambridge (ma)
City of Groton (ma)
City of Holyoke (ma)
City of new Haven (Ct)
City of pawtucket (ri)
dartmouth College woodlands (nH)
dartmouth College-real estate
office (nH)
dragon Cement (me)
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massachusetts audubon society (ma)
nantucket Conservation foundation
(ma)

the nature Conservancy (Ct, me,
nH, ri, Vt)
the trustees of reservations (ma)
town of avon (Ct)
town of barnstable (ma)

at our nasami farm native plant
nursery, we are constantly expanding
the list of native species available for
landscaping and restoration projects,
as well as for individual retail sales
through our Garden shops. the following organizations either contracted
with us for custom grows in 2014 or
purchased quantities of plugs for their
projects (* indicates a partner nursery).

town of bethel (Ct)
town of Carlisle (ma)

amherst nurseries (ma)*

town of Concord (ma)

audubon Greenwich (Ct)

town of Conway (ma)

bryan sweeney (ma)

town of Cumberland (ri)

the arnold arboretum of Harvard
university (ma)

town of smithfield Conservation
Commission (ri)
u.s. fish and wildlife service,
monomoy national wildlife
refuge (ma)
Van berkum nursery (nH)*

friends and supporters of the society and the Vermont Chapter of the nature
Conservancy gathered to celebrate the opening of the new, fully accessible
boardwalk and parking lot at eshqua bog in Hartland, Vt, which the two
organizations co-own. the boardwalk was designed and installed by Josh ryan
and his team at timber & stone, llC of montpelier.
Cutting the garland are (left to right) debbi edelstein, the society’s executive
director; Heather furman, executive director of tnC in Vermont; richard
Heilemann, chair of the board of tnC Vt; sanctuary stewards susan and dean
Greenberg; and bill Chorske, whose late wife Gail was a leader in the
eﬀort to protect the bog from development.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
TREASURER

DON’T HIBERNATE

Fiscal Year 2014
Operating Results

In 2014 the Society moved several key initiatives forward and ended the year well-positioned for continued
outstanding programmatic success. New funded programs that will come to fruition in 2015 include a suite
of pilot online education programs, research and publication of the ﬁrst comprehensive “State of the Plants”
report, and expansion of seed banking of both rare and
common species.
In addition to operating activities, the Society secured
funding for two important capital projects, thanks to the
generosity of individuals, the Hope Goddard Iselin Foundation, Amelia Peabody Charitable Fund, and Massachusetts Cultural Facilities Fund. Their support makes
possible an exciting revival of the Woodland Garden and
a new deer exclusion fence around the nearly two-mile
perimeter of Garden in the Woods.
The ﬁscal year ended with a modest operating deﬁcit,
in part due to the delayed start of two large-scale projects that support conservation staﬀ. Those projects
began instead in 2015. In addition, the staﬀ secured a
ﬁve-year commitment to the initiative to collect and
bank the seeds of rare and endangered plants, for which
funding begins in 2016.
Thanks to the hard work of our Board, dedicated
staﬀ, committed volunteers, and the generous gifts of
our many members and supporters, the Society had a
successful year in 2014.

this winter, exercise your legs and your brain! Join us for a great selection of new programs.
for more information and to register, go to www.newenglandwild.org/learn/our-programs.

Income
Grants and Contributions
Program Income
Investment Income
Membership Dues
Total Income

$
$
$
$
$

887,813
541,677
502,085
235,735
2,167,310

Expenses
Program Services
Conservation & Sanctuaries
Education
Horticulture
Member Services
Retail Shops
Total Program Services

$
$
$
$
$
$

716,390
233,878
613,188
146,576
216,146
1,926,178

Support Services
G&A, Comm, Facilities
Fundraising
Total Support Services

$
$
$

471,085
211,534
682,619

Total Expenses

$

2,608,797

Operating Surplus (Deﬁcit), incl. depreciation $

snowshoe tours at
garden in the woods
the winter garden, JANUARY 9
winter warm up, JANUARY 23
winter world explorations, FEBRUARY 7
frozen flora, FEBRUARY 27

horticulture & gardening
water Conservation in the garden, JANUARY 10
residential landscape design, FEBRUARY 9
gardening for pollinators, FEBRUARY 20
understanding and managing soils, FEBRUARY 10

(441,487)

Notes
• Operating Surplus (Deficit) includes $294,041 of noncash depreciation of fixed assets and the amortization of the
development of the Go Botany website.

Sincerely,

Charles A.Wain

•

The Society’s net asset value is $10,742,961 as of December 31, 2014.

•

A complete copy of the audited financial statements is available upon request by emailing twillmott@newenglandwild.org.

botany & Conservation

25%

bare trees and naked shrubs, DECEMBER 5
the world of plant genetics, BEGINS JANUARY 6
killer plants, JANUARY 16
Conservation biology, BEGINS JANUARY 17
bare trees and naked shrubs, JANUARY 23
winter botany, JANUARY 30
maple sugaring, JANUARY 30
wetland shrubs in winter, FEBRUARY 3
fire on the landscape, FEBRUARY 26

8%

program income

fundraising

41%
74%

grants and
Contributions

program
services

Expenses

Income

18%
g&a, Comm,
facilities

23%
11%

investment
income

membership dues
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headquarters & garden in the woods
180 Hemenway road
framingham, massachusetts 01701-2699
www.newenglandwild.org
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Botrychium spathulatum
© Tab Tannery

RARE
NATIVE PLANT
SPOTLIGHT

Botrychium lunaria
© Arthur Haines

Botrychium spathulatum
(spatulate moonwort)
Prior to the 1980s, the moonworts (genus
Botrychium in the strict sense) had only a
handful of named taxa in North America that
were recognized by botanists, who believed
the complexity of forms observed in the ﬁeld
could be explained through tremendous plasticity in the shapes of their leaves (speciﬁcally, the vegetative portion of the leaves,
called the trophophore). Since 1981, taxonomists have slowly pieced together a complex
puzzle revealing the presence of many previously unnamed species. The naming of more
than 20 species of moonworts is supported
by several lines of evidence, including morphology, chromosome numbers, molecular
phylogeny, and geographic distribution.
The result of considerable careful work is a
daunting taxonomy with subtly distinguished
species complicated by sun, shade, and depauperate forms within the same species.
Within this complex of species closely related to the common moonwort (Botrychium
lunaria), only two were thought to occur in
New England. However, ﬁve additional
species are now documented here—and
all seven are regionally rare. The latest

discovery is the spatulate moonwort
(Botrychium spathulatum). While previously
known from New Brunswick only a couple of
miles from the Canadian border with Maine,
this moonwort was recently discovered at a
single site in Vermont. It prefers relatively
open sites that occur on high pH bedrock
and/or till, including roadsides, quarries,
clearings, and ﬁelds. It is likely this species
also occurs in northeastern Maine.
The spatulate moonwort is an allopolyploid species. This means that it has more
than two sets of chromosomes, and those
chromosomes were contributed by two (or
more) diﬀerent species. In other words, it is a
hybrid-derived species. It is found scattered
over much of northern North America,
though it is considered rare in most states
and provinces in which it occurs. Go Botany
(gobotany.newenglandwild.org) will ultimately have images, a description, and diﬀerent avenues people can use to identify this
moonwort from closely related species. Stay
tuned for that update!
—Arthur Haines, Research Botanist

